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Metzoo partnered with Edrans to create Smart Agro—a 
cloud-based solution for measuring and managing all 
variables that can impact crop production.

Building the Future 
of Agriculture

Metzoo Case Study

About Metzoo:
Greater Visibility into 
Your Crops

Metzoo helps the world 

save water and energy by 

improving the way agriculture 

uses technology. With the 

right information at hand, 

farmers make faster, more 

accurate assessments and use 

resources better. 

With custom hardware and 

software, Metzoo uses 

artificial intelligence to 

process a wide range of 

farming data. Managers 

and farmers get real time 

information of crop health 

and resource consumption.

The Challenge
Introduce Technology Innovation

The agriculture industry is facing increased demands for efficiency.  

• Agriculture production must double by 2050 to feed the world 

population.

• 70 percent of the Earth’s fresh 

water is being used by the 

agriculture industry.

• 109 liters of water are required to 

produce 125 milliliters of wine.

Metzoo’s agriculture experts had a 

vision and the knowledge to improve 

farming efficiency with good data. 

They needed a team that could build 

a real-time, cloud-based monitoring 

application and durable hardware to 

collect data.
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“We are in the agriculture 

business; we had little 

experience with the 

digital world. We needed 

a partner who understood 

how to make a smart, 

scalable service. Without 

the right company to help 

us, our mission would 

have been impossible.”

Matias Zayas, 
Product Owner

Technologies 
Used

Route53, IoT, CloudFront, API Gateway, Lambda, 
Step Functions, EC2, EFS, S3, SQS, SNS, DynamoDB,  
Machine Learning, AWS CloudTrail

https://www.metzoo.com/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/foodfeatures/feeding-9-billion/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/freshwater/food/
http://waterfootprint.org/en/resources/interactive-tools/product-gallery/


Our Approach
Three Steps to Smarter Ag

Step One: Hardware
Not every development company will build custom hardware. Our first 

challenge was building devices that would perform in harsh conditions. 

We produced rugged custom sensors that adapt for multiple farming 

applications. 

Step Two: Application
Using a cloud-based API architecture developed using a lean process, 

Metzoo Smart Agro can scale for the stream of data required for 

smart agriculture. To provide real-time processing, we architected the 

application with AWS services such as Lambda and SNS. 

Users can view dashboards that integrate the device collection data with 

information from weather services and satellites.

Step Three: Platform
Our software team deployed to a scalable, managed AWS platform.

The Results
Reduce Consumption, Increase Yields

Metzoo has helped farmers save up to 30 percent on 

their water consumption.

Under even the harshest conditions, our hardware 

devices function indefinitely without attention. 

Farmers using Metzoo Smart Agro not only save 

money on water and power, they take better care of 

their crops and increase yields. 

The Metzoo and Edrans teams continue to work 

together on new generations of the Smart Agro 

system.
We tested Metzoo Smart Agro at Salentein Winery’s 
1,900-acre farm, sending crop data to the cloud-
hosted application.

Visit us online at 

www.edrans.com

The Technical 
Story
Edrans used AWS SQS, AWS 

SNS, and AWS Lamdba to 

implement microservices 

that collect data sent by 

custom hardware sensor 

devices and deliver real 

time reporting.

We implemented AWS 

Machine Learning process 

and analyze the large 

and always-growing 

volume of data collected 

and produced by the 

microservices.

http://www.bodegasalentein.com/en/home.html
http://www.edrans.com

